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What the New England colonies did was to combine (1) their Calvinist Puritan
belief that education was required for the achievement of the true Christian common-
wealth, and (2) the Anglican tradition that state control over the apprenticeship of
poor children, as expressed in the Statute of Artificers of 1563 and the Poor Law of
1601, was necessary to protect the standing order from crime and disorder. The state
in New England was establishing its right to require vocational education through
compulsory apprenticeship at the same time that it required education in language and
reading as the basic ingredients of civility.
In a more general sense, the New England colonies were reflecting the general
expansion of education that marked England from the mid-sixteenth to the mid-seven-
teenth centuries. They were a part of the English educational revolution described in
the prior chapter. They reflected, too, the concern by local and central government for
education, which had been developing for a century in England. Instead of waiting for
the home government to promote education in America, they took upon themselves
the governmental jurisdiction over education which the highest political authority in
England had already exerted in the national laws on apprenticeship and poverty.
The New England version of civil authority in education boiled down to this: the
colonial government could require parents to have their children educated (either by
themselves or by teachers); the central government of the colony could require local
towns to appoint teachers or establish schools; public funds could be raised by
taxation to pay the teachers; and public teachers were subject to direct supervision and
control by such governmental authorities as the General Court, the town meeting as a
whole, the selectmen, or a special education committee.
Teachers of town schools were usually appointed at town meetings or by the
selectmen with the approval of the ministers. Teachers of church schools were usually
appointed by church officials or clergymen. This meant that the qualifications of
teachers were passed upon by towns, by churches, by royal companies, by royal
governors, and often by the bishop of London in the case of Anglican teachers. It
meant, too, that the most important qualification for teaching was religious ortho-
doxy.
Licenses for teachers were regularly issued by civil authorities in all the colo-
nies-another evidence of civil control of education. Teachers were supervised and
inspected by clergymen, selectmen, and committees that visited the schools to see if
students were actually learning correctly the grounds of religion and the rudiments of
reading, writing, and arithmetic. Tenure thus depended mainly upon religious ortho-
doxy, civic loyalty, and good moral character. In general, teachers possessed about as
good moral character as the rest of the population as far as drunkenness, profanity,
legal and financial troubles, or crimes of violence or sex were concerned. Most teachers
were men, but women also found a place—as keepers of dame schools in New England
and as substitutes in the summer when the men were in the fields; similarly, the wives
of planters in the South sometimes carried on instruction for their children.
The colonial legislatures in Virginia and elsewhere in the South possessed the
same legal authority to legislate on educational matters, had they wished to do so.
They could have established, supported, and directly administered their own schools,
as in New England, if they had wished. However, they chose not to pass laws requiring

